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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to describe how to use the substeps in SAP ME 15.1. Substeps
allow the manufacturing planner to created detailed processes for the production of products
within SAP ME. These detailed processes include:





Substep description (with sequence).
Substep processing control (optional, etc).
Assembly of components at substeps.
Display of work instructions at substeps.

The planner uses Routing Maintenance to create a detailed routing within SAP ME. Inside of this
routing, steps may have substeps used to control the fine-grained production process. A step
may have zero or more substeps that can be used to specify the production process at a very
fine level of detail.
These substeps can be selected and marked as finished by the operator or through a public API.
When selected, the substeps will filter the components and work instructions in the appropriate
lists.
It is also possible to filter the substeps displayed in the Work Center POD by using a substep
group. See the section on Substep Groups below.
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1.2 Glossary
Substep

A sub-unit or a step. This is used to define a fine-grained production process
under a given step within a routing.

Substep Group An informal grouping of substeps that can be used to filter the substeps shown
within the POD. This group is not validated or pre-defined.

2 Feature Overview
2.1 Description and Applicability
Substeps allow the manufacturing planner to created detailed processes for the production of
products within SAP ME.
For SAP ME 15.1, substeps can be defined under routing steps. Components and work
instructions can be assigned to the substep.

2.2 Limitations
Substeps have some limitations and specific behaviors for fringe scenarios:









Assignment of components to substeps only works with ‘Make To Stock’ scenarios. The
order-specific download of substeps is not supported.
Manually typing an invalid substep in the routing step substeps tab will result in blank
values for some of the fields. Those values can be entered manually. Invalid substeps
are those without a current revision or with a non-usable status.
Changes made to the BOM after components are assigned to substeps may affect
production. ME will not a prevent changes to the BOM or detect them. Changes to the
BOM after the components have been assigned is not a supported scenario.
Using Change Production to change an SFC’s routing should be avoided when
components are assigned to substeps. This function can be used, but care must be
taken to ensure that assignments are correct after the change. Care must be taken to
make sure the BOM is not changed by this Change Production activity and that the BOM
in the new routing is the same BOM/Version in the original routing.
Managing attachments of Substeps in Work Instruction Maintenance is not supported.
Work Instruction Maintenance will allow changes to other attachments, but the substep
attachments should not be modified here. Any additional attachments for the Work
Instruction will be supported, but changes to attachments with substep attachments
may be lost when the routing is next saved.
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The Substep List plugin does not support multiple SFCs selected in the POD. If more
than one SFC is selected, then no substeps will be shown.
The Substep List plugin’s columns can be configured, but only a single, default list
configuration is allowed.
In CT500 (Assembly Data Entry plugin), the sequence mode does not honor substep
selection.
Time-based components are not supported with substep/routing based component
assignment.
When an SFC is released, the BOM in Material Maintenance must match the BOM in
Routing Maintenance.
The Auto-Asbuilt Hook activity does not support assembly of components assigned on
substeps. The Auto Assembly Hook does support use of components assigned on
substeps.
There is no Mobile version of the substep list plugin. The mobile version of assembly
will allow assembly of components at substeps, but will not work with a substep list.
This means all components assigned to substeps under one step can be assembled
within the mobile assembly plugin.
When creating a routing in Routing Maintenance, the user may not assign the same
component/ref des twice to a single substep. This validation is not enforced on the
routing import. This is enforced in the GUI by automatically combining the quantity
from the two rows. The PAPI will allow this type of double-records, but the run-time
behavior is not supported.
The System Rule ‘Copy BOM on Release’ is not supported when a BOM is specified for
the routing.
The Substep Timer and Substep Type are not used in this release.

2.3 Activities and Substeps
2.3.1 POD Maintenance Setup
POD Maintenance controls the appearance and function of the Production Operator
Dashboards. This allows configuration of the substep list plugin in a panel as the default plugin
or as a dynamic (on demand) plugin.
POD Maintenance also determines if the Substep Group is displayed and what the default group
is (work center POD only).
Since the substep list plugin controls what is displayed in some other plugins, it is recommended
that this plugin only be used in panels. If it is used in a popup dialog, then it won’t be able to
filter that show in the other list plugins (e.g. component list, etc).
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2.3.2 Activity Maintenance
The SUBSTEP_LIST plugin supports a number of activity rules. These are defined in Activity
Maintenance. See the section 2.3.7 Substep List Plugin (SUBSTEP_LIST_DISPLAY) below for
details.

2.3.3 Routing Maintenance
Substeps are not officially supported with Tabular routing mode or in routing group steps.
Substeps will mostly work with tabular routings, but it will require some extra work to populate
the substeps. The substeps are not auto-populated when an operation is selected. The user will
have to define each substep in the substeps dialog.
For Substeps and component assignment, two steps on the routing can’t use the same
operation for assembly. This confuses the logic in Check Configuration (CT520 Hook activity).
When dragging and dropping work instructions to attach to a substep, the current version of the
work instruction will be attached by default. A specific version can be manually selected in the
dialog if needed.
Changing the BOM will cause all assigned components to be removed from the routing substeps.
When the user changes the BOM, a confirmation dialog is displayed.
Changes to the actual BOM content in BOM Maintenance can affect the assign components in
routing maintenance. For this reason, changes in BOM Maintenance are not supported. BOM
maintenance does not enforce this restriction. The assumption is that ERP has sent the BOM, so
no local changes in ME will be made.
If one version of a routing is associated with a BOM, then all versions of the routing should be
associated with a BOM. There is no way to mix component assignment at the substep with the
traditional ME assembly operations used in the BOM.
The order that substeps are displayed in the substep list plugin can be adjusted in Routing
Maintenance. This is done by dragging the substep row by clicking and dragging the row to the
desired location.

2.3.4 Order Release
When an order is released to a routing with a BOM specified, then the order’s and material’s
BOM will be ignored. This ensures that components assigned to a substep on a routing will be
the components actually assembled for the order.
The precedence for determining the BOM to be used is (highest precedence first):
1. If the order has a (planned) routing with a BOM, then the order will be released with the
order’s routing BOM.
2. If material has a routing with a BOM, then the order will be released with the material’s
routing BOM.
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3. If the order has a (planned) BOM, then the order will be released with the order’s
(planned) BOM. This is the original 15.0 and older behavior.
4. If material has a BOM, then the order will be released with the material’s BOM. This is
the original 15.0 and older behavior.
The current use of the planned routing vs. routing in the order is unchanged. Once an order is
first released to its planned routing, all later releases will continue to use that routing. This is
true, even if the planned routing changes later.

2.3.5 Assembly
If a BOM has assembly operations, then it can’t be used with substep assignment. If the Routing
has a BOM specified, then the BOM assembly operations will be ignored.
If a component is assembled without selecting a substep, then the first un-assembled
component/substep will be used to assemble it.
The BOM Components are displayed in the sequence that they are defined in the BOM.
The BOM in ME is used for substep assignment of components. In 15.1.0, if an order is received
with a different BOM, then ME will continue to use the original BOM. This may cause
unpredictable behavior. For this reason, the substep assembly only supports ‘Make to Stock’
scenarios.
Within one substep, a given component/ref des can only be listed once.
2.3.5.1 As-Built (Report and Maintenance)
The As-Built reports and configuration maintenance continue to show components assembled at
substeps.
The only big difference is that if a given component is assembled at two different substeps, then
it will be shown in the As-Built displays as two different rows.

2.3.6 Work Instructions
When dragging and dropping work instructions to attach them to a substep, the work
instruction’s current revision will be used for the attachment. This can be changed in the GUI.
In 15.1.0, the work instructions attached to a substep are only displayed after a substep is
selected in the POD. This may change in future releases.

2.3.7 Substep List Plugin (SUBSTEP_LIST_DISPLAY)
The Substep List Display plugin is the main way that production operators will interact with
substeps. The plugin will show the substeps for the selected operation and allow the operator
to select a substep to work with. Once a substep is selected, the Component List and Work
Instruction list plugins will filter their lists to just those instructions for the given substep.
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The substep list plugin’s columns can be configured in List Maintenance. There is only one list
defined for the plugin: ‘DEF_SUBSTEP_LIST’. There is currently no way to use alternative list
definitions.
The substep list plugin has a number of activity rules that affect its behavior. The rules and their
usage are shown below.
Notes
The substep list plugin will allow the operator to mark a substep as finished. When
finished, this substep will no longer be selectable in the plugin.
The substeps may only be marked as finished if the SFC is in work at the substep’s
parent step.
When an operation is not selected, no substeps will be displayed. This reduces the
performance load on the system since there can be a very large number of substeps on
a given routing.
These rules do not affect the PAPI calls.
2.3.7.1 Activity Rule – SUBSTEP_MODE
This rule controls how an operator can choose which substep to work on next. The values are:
CHOOSE – The operator may choose any substep, in any order.
SEQUENCE – The operator must choose the next non-optional substeps in the order
displayed. Any optional steps that are skipped by the user will be marked as BYPASSED
when the next substep is marked as finished.
2.3.7.2 Activity Rule – AUTO_NEXT
This rule controls if the plugin will automatically select the next substep when the operator
finishes one substep. The values are:
NO – (Default) No substep is chosen for the operator.
YES – When the operator marks a substep as finished, the plugin will select the next unfinished substep. This will not go back to the beginning of the list if the operator finishes
the last substep first.
2.3.7.3 Activity Rule – AUTO_COMPLETE
This rule controls if the plugin will try to automatically complete the SFC when all non-optional
substeps are finished for a step. The values are:
NO – (Default) No auto complete will happen.
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YES – When the last non-optional substep is finished, the step for the SFC will be
completed. This is done by programmatically pressing the ‘COMPLETE’ button in the
POD.
Note: These rules are handled by the plugin only. The PAPI does not handle or enforce this
behavior.

2.3.8 Complete Plugin
The Complete POD plugin will check to make sure that all non-optional substeps are finished. It
will NOT mark any steps as bypassed. See the Substep Plugin section for details on bypassed
(15.1.1+).
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3 Usage Scenarios
3.1 Substeps with Components and Instructions
To define substeps for specific routing steps, it is necessary to follow a specific flow:





Define substeps in Substep Maintenance.
Assign substeps to operations in Operation Maintenance.
Drag and drop the operation onto the routing in Routing Maintenance.
Assign components and work instructions to a substep in Routing Maintenance.

First, define the substeps first in substep maintenance.

The Substep Timer and Substep Type are not used in this release.
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After defining the substeps themselves, then the substeps must be assigned to an
operation:

Next, drag the operation onto a routing in Routing Maintenance. This copies the substeps
to that routing step. Verify this in the Routing Step Properties dialog on the Substeps panel:
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Next, to assign components, set the BOM on the main tab in Routing Maintenance and then
open the Routing Step Properties dialog. Click on the details icon to display the Routing
Substep Properties dialog. Here you can assign components:

Finally, to attach work instructions to substeps, on the Routing Substep Properties dialog
attach the work instructions by dragging and dropping them:
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After these assignments are made, associate the Routing (with its BOM) to a material and
then release some SFCs to the shop floor. On the shop floor, use the Work Center POD to
display the SFCs, Operations and substeps:
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Once an SFC and operation are selected, then a substep may be selected. This will show the
components and work instructions shown in the lists to the components and work
instructions attached to the substep.
The components are displayed in the Component List plugin for specific substeps as the
substeps are selected.
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The work instructions are displayed in the Work Instruction list plugin for specific substeps
as the substeps are selected.

3.2 Substep Groups
Substep groups are informal groupings of substeps that are used to limit the display of
substeps in the POD. This allows the engineer to group related substeps together so the
operator can see the substeps that he/she is responsible for.
For example, the groups might be ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL. Substeps can then be
defined with one group or the other. In the POD, the operator can enter ELECTRICAL in the
substep group field to limit the substeps displayed to the electrical substeps.
Substep groups are not validated or pre-defined. The POD substep group field is only
available for the Work Center POD (normal or Touch versions).
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In POD Maintenance for a Work Center POD, the checkbox ‘Show Substep Group’ should be
checked. Optionally, a default Substep Group can be specified.

Then, in Substep or Routing Maintenance you can set the group for specific substeps:
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Finally, in the work center POD, the substep group can be used by the operator to show just
the MECHANICAL substeps that he/she will be working on:
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